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Introduction/ Project Description
This project revolved around the audio system for the Electroacoustic 

Improvisation Summit (EIS). This is a show that the Entertainment Technology 

Department produces each Spring semester. This show had a complex networked 

audio system that need to deliver audio live in person, online via streaming, and for 

archival recording.

My Role

- oversee the installation and operation of the system as the audio crew chief

- Front of House mixer

- ensure that the system is thoroughly documented for the future.



Strike “A Cowboy From the Bronx” Audio System

The Process…
Step 1…

Meet with Professor Huntington to discuss what needed to get 
done for EIS, and how it would be executed. 



Shop prep of audio system in V-014 
based on Professor Huntington Input 
& Patch Sheet and network system

The Process cont.…
Step 2…

Soft patching of system/Dante



Preliminary Paperwork



Create a plan for installation day

The Process cont.…
Step 3…

Install the system into the

Voorhees theatre









SHOW DAY!



Strike!

Immediately after the show we had to quickly 
strike the stage of the sub and mic racks.

A few days after this we had to strike the 
entire audio system



Documenting the Show for the Future 

System Diagram Signal Flow



Power
Runs



Clear Com 



Possible Upgrades



Challenges in the Process
- Not a mixer

- Never lead a crew before

- No previous networked audio experience.

- Before the show, how many people we had to work the show was up in the air (scheduling conflicts). 
Would we have enough people?

- Time crunch in-between shows.

- Some issues during the show (violin had feedback loop, turned on gate instead of compression)

Learned A LOT

- More comfortable on CL5 with basic mixing and patching

- More comfortable with networked audio and Dante

- More practice with documentation 

- Learn how to lead a crew, lessons in management and leadership

What did I Learn?



Thank You!!!
Professor Huntington –Advisor

Tech Production Audio Crew – Joel Barbecho, Nick Mallios, Sibel Yalin, 

Adam Valle, Hesler Garcia, Michael Torres, Wilson Huang, David Binns, 

Nesreen Hosameldin, Sepidah Saleh 

Cindy Vazquez – Monitor Mixer/ Head A2 

Friends and Family!


